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Atomic Ordering at the Interfaces Between Liquid
Aluminum and Polar AlN{0 0 0 1} Substrates

C.M. FANG and Z. FAN

AlN particles are formed in liquid Al metals/alloys during liquid-dealing and casting. They may
act as potential nucleation sites during solidification. Along its [0 0 0 1] axis, AlN consists of
Al3+N3- dipolar double-atom layers in the ionic model. Thus, the AlN{0 0 0 1} substrates are
terminated by either an Al3+ or a N3- layer, being polar. Here we investigate the atomic
ordering at the interfaces between liquid-aluminum and AlN{0 0 0 1} using an ab initio
molecular dynamics technique. We have observed a rich variety of interfacial chemistry and
identified an ordered Al layer terminating the substrates. The newly formed terminating Al
atoms are positively charged. The liquid Al adjacent to the interfaces exhibit strong layering but
weak in-plane ordering. The obtained information helps get insight into the role of aluminum
nitride as potential nucleation sites in solidification of Al-metals, and further enriches our
knowledge about nucleation
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I. INTRODUCTION

BOTH aluminum oxide and nitride particles are
formed during liquid-dealing and casting of Al metals/
alloys.[1–5] Yan and colleagues investigated secondary
phases and their interfaces with the Al matrix in the
Al-2Mg-2Si-0.25Cu alloy sintered in nitrogen and
observed hexagonal AlN nano-crystallites in the pre-
pared samples.[1] Fale, et al. found formation of AlN
particles in Al metals by means of nitridation via
decomposition of ammonia chloride in liquid Al. The
formed AlN particles in the Al matrix exhibit more
plate-like, indicating dominant AlN{0 0 0 1} surfaces.[2]

AlN particles in cast Al metals of commercial purity
were observed to exhibit a short rod-like morphology
with an average length of 375nm and average width of
104nm and the most close plane {0 0 0 1} being the
exposed plane.[3] Recent experiments also revealed
co-formation of aluminum nitride and oxide particles
in Al-3Fe alloys.[4] The native AlN particles have mostly
short-rod- or plate-like morphologies with the dominant
{0 0 0 1} facets. They have nontrivial impacts on the
mechanical performance of the cast parts, and may also
compete with the oxide particles as potential nucleation
sites during solidification.[3–5]

The early-stage solidification theory[5,6] suggests that
at temperature above the nucleation temperature, there
is atomic ordering in the liquid metal adjacent to the

solid-substrate. This is referred as prenucleation,[5–8]

which produces a precursor for following nucleation and
grain initiation.[6,9] Thus, knowledge about atomic
ordering at the interfaces between liquid Al and the
AlN{0 0 0 1} substrates (L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} in short) is
important to understand the role of the native AlN and
oxide particles as potential nucleation sites in solidifica-
tion of Al-metals/alloys.[2–4,10,11]

AlN has the Wurtzite-type structure with a hexagonal
lattice (Figures 1(a) and (c)).[12] Along its [0 0 0 1] axis
the structure is composed of AlN double-atom layers.
Each Al/N is tetrahedrally coordinated by N/Al: three in
the double-atom layer and one to the neighboring layer.
Previous electronic structure study showed that AlN
exhibits ionic nature,[13] as illustrated in the electron
density distribution (Figure 1(b)). The frame of the
structure is electronically determined by the N-sublat-
tice.[13] It is, thus reasonable to separate them between
the AlN doble-atom layers to create the AlN{0 0 0 1}
substrate-surfaces. The obtained AlN{0 0 0 1} substrates
are terminated by either an Al3+ or a N3- layer, being
polar. Such polar surfaces are unstable in ambient
conditions.[14,15] However, it is different in liquid metals
as the free electrons of metals compensate the substrates’
charging.[10,11] Knowledge about the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}
interfaces can enrich our understanding about
nucleation.[6,8,16]

Experimental efforts have been made to understand
the formation and morphologies of the AlN particles in
liquid Al metals/alloys,[1–4] wetting of liquid Al on AlN
substrates[17] and role of AlN in Al matrix for
nano-composite materials.[18–22] High-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy images revealed the
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orientational relations between AlN and solid Al, AlN{0
0 0 1}/a-Al{1 1 1} for cast samples.[4,23] Theoretical
efforts have been made on its bulk and the surfaces of
AlN[13,16,24,25] and interfaces between AlN and solid
metals including aluminum.[25–29] Recently, theoretical
efforts have also been made on understanding of
liquid-metal/solid-substrate interfaces.[30–36] Semi-em-
pirical atomistic molecular dynamics simulation
approaches were employed for investigation of liq-
uid-metal/solid-metal interfaces,[30–32] impacts of lattice
misfit on atomic ordering of liquid near the solid
substrates[7,31] and effects of the surface roughness of
substrates on atomic ordering at the liq-
uid-metal/solid-metal interfaces.[33] Parameter-free
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations (AIMD) were
successfully performed for the L-Al/TiB2 and L-Al/
TiAl3 interfaces.

[34–36] Recent attention has been paid to
interfaces between liquid metal and oxide sub-
strates.[10,11,37–42] Here, we investigate prenucleation at
the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces using an AIMD
method. We reveal formation of ordered Al layers
terminating the substrates. The Al adjacent to the
substrates exhibit unusually strong layering but weak
in-plane ordering. The obtained information here is
helpful to get insight into not only the role of AlN
particles in heterogeneous nucleation of Al-based met-
als/alloys, further into designing of new grain refiners,
but also the chemistry of AlN-containing
nano-composites.[18–22,27–29]

II. METHODS

In our AIMD simulations periodic boundary condi-
tions are utilized. We built a hexagonal supercell with a

= 5 a0, where a0 is the length of a-axis of the hexagonal
AlN unit-cell with consideration of the thermal expan-
sion at the simulation temperature.[12] The length of the
c-axis is determined by the thickness of the AlN slab and
the volume of the Al atoms with the density at the
simulation temperature.[43] Thus, a supercell with a =
15.63 Å and c = 48.60 Å was built for the L-Al/AlN{0
0 0 1} interfaces. This cell contains in total 700 atoms:
550 Al and 150 N atoms. Three different interfaces were
built, Case_A: The AlN substrate is terminated by an
Al- and a N-layer, respectively; Case_B: Both substrate
surfaces are N-terminated with an Al-Al anti-phase
structure in the substrate; and Case_C: Both substrate
surfaces are terminated by an Al-layer with a N-N
antiphase in the substrate. The supercell is deliberately
large, that helps obtain statistically meaningful results
and avoid risk of artificial crystallization of the liquid.
We employ a plane-wave pseudo-potential approach

(code VASP, Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package).[44]

VASP utilizes the first-principles density functional
theory (DFT) within the projector-augmented wave
(PAW) framework.[45] The exchange and correlation
terms are described using the Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA-PBE).[46] We use cut-off energies,
ECUT/EAUG = 450.0 eV/650.0 eV which are higher than
the default values (EMAX/EAUG = 240.0 eV/291.1 eV
for Al and 400.0 eV/627.1 eV for N, respectively). For
the AIMD simulations, we employed a cut-off energy of
320 eV which is higher than the EMIN values of the
pseudopotentials of the related atoms,[44] and the
C-point.[47] The latter is due to the lack of periodicity
of the whole systems.[8,37–42] Test simulations from 200
eV to 400 eV showed the present cut-off energy is
reasonably good.

Fig. 1—(Color-online)The schematic structure of AlN with the wurtzite-type (a), the related electron density distribution from our DFT-GGA
calculations (b) and the projection along its [0 0 0 1] axis (c). The red lines in (a) and (c) and the green in (b) represent the axis of the unit cell.
The dark spheres represent N and silvery Al. The yellow color in (b) represents the iso-surfaces with q(r0) = 0.035 e/ Å3.
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The liquid Al samples were generated by equilibrating
for about 10 ps at 3000 K. Then, they were cooled to the
designed temperature (1000 K) to eliminate excess
internal stress and defects created at the high temper-
ature. We used the produced liquid Al samples together
with the AlN{0 0 0 1} slabs for building the L-Al/AlN{0
0 0 1} interfaces. We also used a two-step approach: We
first performed AIMD simulations with the substrate
atoms pinned for 2.8 ps (1.5 fs per step). Then, we
equilibrated further the systems with full relaxation of
the atoms for another 4000 to 7000 steps. Analysis of the
configurations showed no further increase of atomic
ordering at the interfaces. The two-step approach avoids
risk of possible collective atomic movements occurring
when we relax all atoms from start. The time-averaged
method was used to sample the interfaces over about 3.0
ps to ensure statistically meaningful results.[41,48]

III. RESULTS

Structural optimizations using above settings pro-
duced lattice parameters, a = 4.039 Å for the cubic a-Al
(experimental value 4.0325 Å at 0 K[43]) and a =
3.125 Å, c = 5.008 Å for the hexagonal AlN (experi-
mental values, a = 3.1115 Å, c = 4.9798 Å at room
temperature[12]). It is not unusual for the density-func-
tional theory within the GGA approximation to over-
estimate the lattice parameters of crystals.[46,49] Overall,
the first-principles calculations reproduced the experi-
mental values well (within 1 pct).

A. Atomic Evolutions at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 01}
Interfaces

During the AIMD simulations, liquid Al atoms move
to the pinned AlN substrates and gradually form
stable structures. Correspondingly, the total-valence
electrons energies of the interfaces decrease quickly at
first and then slowly. It reaches equilibrium after about
1 ps as shown in Figure 2 for Case_A as an example.
Full relaxation of the Al and N atoms in the substrates
enhances their kinetic energy of the substrate atoms.
Correspondingly, the local structures are distorted and
the energy of the system increases. The system reached
again thermal equilibrium within about 0.5 ps after full
relaxation (Figure 2) and the liquid Al atoms near the
substrates become ordered (Figure 3). Simulations for
the other cases showed some differences. For the
interface with Al-terminations (Case_C), fully atomic
relaxation induced re-construction of the AlN substrate
and the N-N antiphase disappeared. Consequently, the
system became Case_A. To realize a system with the two
Al-termination surfaces we fixed the anti-phase N atoms
in the inner substrate. The simulations revealed insta-
bility of the system that on one substrate, the N atoms in
the substrate diffuse into the liquid. Fortunately, on the
other substrate, the AlN substrate is still stable and the
nearby atomic arrangements of liquid are similar to
those at the corresponding substrate in Case_A. The
simulations showed that the atomic arrangements of the
N-terminated substrate (Case_B) is similar to that at the

N-terminated side of Case_A. Thus, we discuss the
Case_A in the rest of this paper.

B. Atomic Ordering at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 01} Interfaces

Figure 3 shows the snapshot of the equilibrated
interfaces (Case_A). The atoms in the AlN substrate are
ordered, being structurally similar to that of the bulk
(Figure 1a), whereas the Al away from the substrate
display disordering, being liquid-like. The liquid Al
atoms near the substrates show density variation along
its z-axis. This phenomenon is referred as layering which
can be assessed by the atomic density profile,
q(z),[7,8,30,31]

q zð Þ ¼ Nz tð Þ= LxLyDz
� �

; ½1�

here, Lx and Ly are the in-plane x and y dimensions of
the cell, respectively, and z the dimension perpendicular
to the substrate. Dz is the bin width (here is 0.2 Å ), and
Nz(t) is the number of atoms between z - (Dz/2) and z +
(Dz/2) at time t.<Nz(t)>means a time-averaged number
of atoms in the duration. The q(z) for L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}
using the summed configurations over 3 ps was obtained
via Eq. [1] and is plotted in Figure 3.
The atomic density profile of the AlN substrates

shows sharp peaks, each of which contains a dou-
ble-subpeak, corresponding well to the atomic arrange-
ments of the substrate. There is an Al layer terminating
the substrates and five more recognizable Al layers at
both interfaces. The peak heights of the Al layer
decreases with the distance from the substrate surfaces
(Figure 3). There are subtle differences at the two L-Al/
AlN interfaces.
At the substrate surface 1 (S1 in Figure 3) the

termination Al layer is close to the outmost N layer. The
1st Al layer has its peak 2.40 Å from the terminating Al
layer. At S2, the terminating Al peak is 2.0 Å away from
that of the N-peak of the substrate (Figure 3). At both
interfaces, the inter-layer spacing between the Al layers
in the liquid varies slightly (~ 0.1 Å ). The 1st Al layer is

Fig. 2—Variation of the total-valence-electrons energy of the L-Al/
AlN{0 0 0 1} (Case_A) on time during the AIMD simulations at
1000 K. The vertical dotted line represents the start of full
relaxation.
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well-separated from the terminating Al layer, but
admixed with the 2nd Al layer. The rest Al layers
admixed with each other. The peak height of the 5th Al
layer is 0.062 / Å3) closer to the density of liquid Al,
being 0.057 (1/ Å3).

The epitaxial nucleation model suggests a layer-by-
layer growth, and that the substrate surface templates
nearby liquid to nucleate.[9] Knowledge about the
atomic arrangements at the layers adjacent to the
substrate determine is crucial. Figure 4 shows the
atomic arrangements integrated over 3 ps at the Al
layers adjacent to the substrates.

To assess the atomic ordering at an individual layer,
we employed atomic in-plane ordering coefficient,
S(z)[7,8,30,31]:

S zð Þ ¼ ½
X

exp iQ � rj
� �� i2

=Nz ½2�

here, the summation is over all atoms within a given
bin of width. Q is the reciprocal lattice vector, rj is the
Cartesian coordinates of the jth atom, and Nz is the
number of atoms in the layer. S(z) assesses the atomic
ordering in an individual layer. We analyzed the
configurations over 3 ps according to Eq. [2]. The
results are plotted in Figure 5. The in-plane ordering
coefficient at S1 is notably higher than that at S2. It
decays quickly at both interfaces. The 1st Al layers at
both interfaces exhibit little atomic ordering.

Statistical analysis showed that the number of atoms
at the termination Al layers at both L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}
interfaces is almost equal to that of the N layers at the
substrate. Note that the lattice misfit between Al{1 1 1}
and AlN{0 0 0 1} is �7 pct. This means that strong
interfacial interaction overcomes the lattice misfit.
Meanwhile, analysis revealed the higher ratios of Al
atoms at the layers in the liquid to that of the

termination layer: (N(nth-layer)/N(Alterm) = 1.10 for
the 1st, 1.13 for the 2nd and 1.15 for the 3rd Al layer at
the S1 interface; (N(nth-layer)/N(Alterm) = 1.02 for the
1st, 1.13 for the 2nd and 1.16 for the 3rd Al layer at S2,
respectively. The higher numbers of Al atoms at the
liquid layers correspond to the (negative) lattice misfit.
To get a better understanding on the origin of the

atomic arrangements of the terminating Al layers at the
two AlN substrate surfaces, we analyzed the local
chemical bonding and polyhedral coordination of N at
the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows tetrahedral coordination of the

outmost N atoms by Al at both interfaces. This
corresponds to the strong Al-N bonding and high
stability of AlN (melting point of AlN is about 2200 �C).
The terminating Al atoms can thus, be considered as
extension of the substrates. At L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}S1, the
terminating Al atoms have three N neighbors and
correspondingly display high ordering (Figure 4),
whereas the terminating Al atoms at S2 have just one
N neighbor, being more flexible and display larger
spacing to the outmost N and higher mobility.
In brief, the terminating Al atoms are strongly

bonded to the AlN substrates. The layering phe-
nomenon at both L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces is
pronounced. The Al atoms in the liquid adjacent to the
substrates form flat peaks. The in-plane ordering in the
liquid Al layers adjacent to both AlN{0 0 0 1} substrates
is, however, weak.

C. Interfacial Interactions at L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 01}

Recent study revealed that substrate chemistry influ-
ences prenucleation at liquid-metal/solid-substrate inter-
faces.[8] Electronic structure study also showed that at
liquid-metal/oxide interfaces, charge transfer occurs
from the terminating metal atoms to the outmost
oxygen atoms, which hinders the atomic ordering of
the nearby liquid metal atoms.[10,11,37,39,41] Here, we
apply the Bader’s charge analysis[50] to the electron
density distributions at the interfaces from first-princi-
ples electronic structure calculations. The obtained
charges at the atomic sites are plotted in Figure 7.
At the substrates, all the N atoms are negatively

charged with a gain of 2.35 e/N and the Al lose 2.35 e/
Al, corresponding to its high ionicity.[13] Meanwhile, the
charge transfer value (2.35 e/atom) is smaller than the
ionic model (3.0 e/atom), indicating ionic/covalent dual
nature in AlN. The Al atoms away from interfaces are
electronically neutral.
Interestingly, the Al atoms/ions adjacent to the two

AlN{0 0 0 1} substrates exhibit different charging
behaviors. The Al atoms near S2 are partially charged
with an average of +0.52 e/Al for the terminating Al
layer and about +0.10 e/Al for the 1st Al layer (right
side in Figure 7). The sum of charges (about 0.63 e/Al) is
close to the one quarter of charge at the Al in AlN (2.35
e/Al). This agrees with that the terminating Al atoms at
S2 has one N neighbor (Figure 6(b)). The interfacial
charge transfer limits to one or two liquid layers,
indicating it local nature. This is due to the screening
effect of the free electrons in liquid Al.

Fig. 3—(Color-online)Snapshot of the equilibrated L-Al/AlN{0 0 0
1} interfaces at 1000 K (upper) and the atomic density profile
(below). The dark spheres represent N and the silvery Al. The peak
at about 13.1 Å indicated by a red line with arrow belongs to the
terminating Al layer to Surface 1(S1) and the peak at about 46.5 Å
belongs to the terminating Al layer of substrate surface 2 (S2).
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At the S1 interface, the terminating Al atoms are
positively charged with an averaged valence of +1.96 e/
Al, higher than three quarters of the charge in bulk
(2.35*(3/4) = 1.76e). Moreover, the Al at the 1st and
2nd layers are negatively charged with a gain of 0.31 e/
Al and 0.08 e/Al, respectively. This indicates that some
of the electrons at the terminating Al layer transfer to
the nearby Al atoms. The different charging at the
terminating Al layers is one of the causes for the
variation of atom numbers at the liquid Al layers at the
L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces.

IV. DISCUSSION

Recent studies showed four factors influencing prenu-
cleation at a liquid/solid interface: temperature (T),
lattice misfit (f), chemistry of substrate (DH)) and

Fig. 4—(Color-online)Summed configurations of the Al layers over 3 ps at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces. The silvery spheres represent Al
and the red lines represent the in-plane axis. On top, (a) represents the atomic arrangements of the terminating Al layer, (b) the 1st Al layer and
(c) the 2nd Al layer. The row (I) is for the surface 1 (S1) and (II) surface 2 (S2).

Fig. 5—In-plane ordering coefficients of atomic layers at the L-Al/
AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces. The meaning of the surfaces S1 and S2 are
shown in Fig. 3. The 0 at x-axis represents the terminating Al layer,
1 the 1st, 2 the 2nd and 3 the third Al layer. The lines linking the
points are used to guide readers’ eyes.

Fig. 6—(Color-online)Tetrahedral coordination of the outmost N atoms by Al at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}S1 (a) and L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}S2 (b)
interfaces. The dark brown spheres represent N and silvery Al.
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atomic roughness of the substrate (R).[6–8,10] The chem-
ical factor between liquid metal and substrates can be
assessed by the charges at the atomic sites. The present
AIMD simulations and electronic structure calculations
for the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces provide an
opportunity to address this issue. Table I lists the lattice
misfits, chemistry and geometry of the terminating metal
layers, and the resultant prenucleation of the L-Al/
AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces with comparison with the related
L-Al/alumina interfaces simulated at 1000 K.[10,11] The
results for the ideal L-Al/s-Al interface[8] are included
for comparison.

The lattice misfit between AlN{0 0 0 1} and a-Al{1 1
1} at its melting temperature is about �7 pct, which
absolute value is higher than those at the L-Al/oxide
interfaces (Table I). The terminating Al atoms/ions at
L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} form flat peaks. They are positively
charged with 1.96 e/Al at S1 and 0.52 e/Al at S2. The
layering at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces is high (five
Al layers), which is just lower than the idealized case (6
Al layers),[8] indicating lattice misfit and charging have a
minor impact on layering. This agrees with the previous
work for the pinned substrate.[7,8,51] On the other hand,
the lattice misfits between Al and alumina substrates are
positive and moderate (3.6 pct and 5.6 pct between Al/
c-Al2O3 and Al/a-Al2O3 respectively), while the termi-
nating Al layers contain out-of-plane atomic displace-
ments and atomic vacancies, being atomically
rough.[10,11,39] Consequently, the layering and the
atomic ordering at these interfaces is notably weaker,
indicating that atomic roughness hinders both atomic
layering and in-plane ordering at a liq-
uid-metal/solid-substrate interface.[33]

As shown Table I, the in-plane coefficient of the
terminating Al layers at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}S1 is high
(0.41) whereas S(z) ~ 0.0 for the 1st Al layer. Meanwhile
at the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1}S2, S(z) = 0.18 for the
terminating Al layer and S(z) = 0.03 for the 1st Al
layer. This indicates that the combination of

pronounced lattice misfit and charging at the interfaces
deteriorate the in-plane ordering at the interfaces.
Table I shows that overall prenucleation at L-Al/
AlN{0 0 0 1} is more pronounced than that at the
L-Al/alumina interfaces. This indicates that the atomic
roughness at terminating Al layer at the L-Al/Al2O3

interfaces overtakes the large lattice misfit at L-Al/
AlN{0 0 0 1}.
The early stage solidification model showed that

particles being less potent require larger driving forces
(lower cooling temperature) to nucleate in nearby
liquid.[5,6,16] The more pronounced prenucleation at
the L-Al/AlN{0 0 0 1} interfaces than that at the L-Al/
alumina interfaces indicates that the nucleation temper-
ature of the liquid Al adjacent to the AlN particles is
higher than those near the oxide particles.[5,6,16] Thus,
under the same condition, nucleation at AlN occurs
first. If the particle density of AlN in Al liquid is higher
or close to that of alumina, they shall behave as
potential nucleation sites. This might be realized by
nitriding of Al-liquids during the liquid-dealing and
casting. The experiments have found that the prepared
AlN/Al composites containing well distributed AlN
nano-partciles produced by means of nitriding of
Al-liquids exhibit improved mechanical perfor-
mances.[2,19–21] This topic deserves further investigation.
Here we discuss the competence between the native

AlN and oxide particles as potential nucleation sites in
liquid Al alloys. As mentioned before, the atomic
roughness of the alumina oxide substrates means less
potency to nucleate Al-based alloys. Consequently, the
required nucleation temperature by aluminum oxide
particles is low and might be even lower than the grain
initiation temperature.[5,6,9] As soon as the grain initi-
ation temperature is reached, heterogeneous nucleation
and following grain initiation occurs almost simultane-
ously. Then one expects that a large fraction of particles
may act as nucleation and grain initiation sites, and thus
the grain-initiation occurs explosively. Strong grain
inoculation occurs and fine particles in the cast alloys
are expected if the density of the oxide particles is high
enough with a uniform distribution.[5,6,9] In such cases,
the more potent particles, such as AlN are harmful to
the grain-refinement and their numbers should be
minimized during casting.
The obtained information is helpful to understand the

interaction between liquid Al to AlN particles, and
further to enrich our understanding of heterogeneous
nucleation,[5,6,16,52,53] as well as for AlN-containing
composites[2,19–22] and ceramic-metal welding.[27]

V. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated prenucleation at the interfaces
between liquid Al and the dipolar AlN{0 0 0 1}
substrates using the ab initio molecular dynamics sim-
ulation and electronic band-structure calculations tech-
niques. The study revealed formation of an ordered Al
layer terminating the AlN substrates. Structurally, the
terminating Al layers are coupled to the substrate bulk
and can be considered as an extension of the AlN

Fig. 7—(Color-online)Charges at the atomic sites at the L-Al/AlN{0
0 0 1} interfaces. The dotted red lines represent the terminating Al
layers.
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substrates. The liquid Al atoms adjacent to the sub-
strates form flat layers. Chemically, the Al atoms
terminating the substrates are positively charged. More-
over, charging of the 1st Al layer is unusual: The Al at
1st layer at S1 are negatively charged, whereas those at
S2 are positively charged. There is strong layering but
weak in-plane ordering due to the combination of the
interfacial charging and the pronounced lattice misfit.
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